Quantum localization for a kicked rotor with accelerator mode islands.
Dynamical localization of classical superdiffusion for the quantum kicked rotor is studied in the semiclassical limit. Both classical and quantum dynamics of the system become more complicated under the conditions of mixed phase space with accelerator mode islands. Recently, long time quantum flights due to the accelerator mode islands have been found. By exploration of their dynamics, it is shown here that the classical-quantum duality of the flights leads to their localization. The classical mechanism of superdiffusion is due to accelerator mode dynamics, while quantum tunneling suppresses the superdiffusion and leads to localization of the wave function. Coupling of the regular type dynamics inside the accelerator mode island structures to dynamics in the chaotic sea proves increasing the localization length. A numerical procedure and an analytical method are developed to obtain an estimate of the localization length which, as it is shown, has exponentially large scaling with the dimensionless Planck's constant (tilde)h<<1 in the semiclassical limit. Conditions for the validity of the developed method are specified.